T o p S e c r e t®
Hair replacement for men

Product overview / Specification

The range of hair replacement
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Hairpieces to suit
your image

“Our mission: to supply a hairpiece
solution to suit everyone’s image”
Cornelia Hoffmeister
Managing Director gfh
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custom-made Top Secret ® system.

T o p S e c r e t®
Training in cutting and
large selection included

Hairpiece systems for men

The Advice Centre in Fürth
supports hairpiece specialists
with advice and tips
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T o p S e c r e t®

HAIRPIECES
Standard stock items in sensohair®

Simply practical
and flexible
Our hair replacements in stock offer you a wide
choice of colours and models in human hair and in
sensohair®. You can order all models at GFH to look
at, without obligation to buy.
sensohair® is a modacrylic synthetic fibre which has
enjoyed great popularity on the toupee market for
decades. It is extremely easy to care for, keeps its
shape and is relatively colourfast. It can be reshaped
using special steam devices and curling tongs.
However it does not tolerate dry heat over 70°C.

The SILK MONO model has been developed
following requests by hairpiece users for a
naturally light structure and moderate hair
thickness.
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SILK MONO

FREESTYLE A/B

SUPER PRIMO

Specifications: The new Silk-Mono-base-construction is silky soft
and pleasant to the skin. It combines the insights and requests
of many hairpiece-wearers for a
naturally light base and moderate hair thickness. A 4cm-wide
fine PU front with a rippled edge
guarantees an invisible hairline
withou t shadows. The PU edge
which is approximately 8 cm wide
over the back of the head lends
stability to the hairpiece without
adding bulk.

Specifications: A fine pore monofilament lends transparency and
durability to this reliable toupee.
Thanks to the special “super front”
it is ideal for “free” hairstyles. The
relatively dense volume of hair is
excellently suited to flat-top hairstyles. All-round PU edge for secure
attachment.
This model has been a popular
choice for decades.

Specifications: The base material
is a large-pore, air-permeable nylon
weave. Light, transparent and yet
very robust. A very good all-round
hairpiece for traditional hairstyles
with partings. Particularly suitable
for customers who prefer breathable
and yet durable toupees. PU edge all
around for secure attachment.

Practical: If required the entire PU
area can be reduced accordingly and
be cut to size!

Size: Version A: 22cm x16cm
Version B: 24cm x18cm
Hair quality: sensohair ®
Hairstyle:
Freestyle = without parting

Size: 24 x 18 cm
Hair quality: sensohair ®
Hairstyle: off-centre parting left
Hair length: 7-12 cm
Knotting density: medium-light
(= 90%)
Waves: slight (= 35 mm)

Size: 23cm x17cm (LxW)

Hair length: 6-11 cm

Hair quality: sensohair ®

Knotting density: medium (= 100%)

Colours: available in all colours
in the gfh-3-tone-colour ring

Hairstyle:

Fine implantation:
1-2 hairs per knot

Method of attachment:

freestyle = without parting
Hair length: 5-8 cm
Knotting density: light (= 80%)
Fine implantation:
1-2 hairs per knot
Waves: slight (= 35 mm)

Waves: slight (= 30 mm)

Adhesive tapes/strips, clips

Colours: available in all colours in
the gfh-3-tone-colour ring
Method of attachment:
Adhesive tapes/strips, clips

Colours: available in all colours in
the gfh-3-tone-colour ring

170 mm

sensohair ®

240 mm

240 mm

230 mm

Method of attachment:
Adhesive tapes/strips, clips

Version B

180 mm

sensohair ®

180 mm

sensohair ®
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T o p S e c r e t®

HAIRPIECES

for men

Standard range in human hair

Really natural,
real quality
Only the highest quality human hair is used in all
TOP SECRET® human hair hairpieces. Stock pieces
are produced in Indian hair from which the cuticles
are removed in a special process to prevent dangling.
TOP SECRET® human hair models can be treated like
natural hair: you can wear them night and day, wash
them in warm water, blowdry and have perms, etc.
The ultra-violet rays of the sun affect the colour –
just as they do natural hair: black and brown colours
become slightly reddish, grey might become yellow
and blonde hair turns 2-3 shades lighter. This is
unavoidable. Nevertheless, because it is human hair,
you can take measures against this effect using
colour rinses, tints, etc. The gfh team will be pleased
to advise you further.

!

Real European hair is also available for special
finishes. This is distinguished by its structure,
colour luminosity and naturalness. This is hair
replacement in highest standard for special
requirements.

Fine and flexible without irritating
edges or reinforcements:
LIBERTY fits exactly to the shape of
each individual’s head.
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NEW NATURAL

LIBERTY

DERMATEC SOFT

Specifications: The NEW NATURAL
human hair hairpiece has a fine
monobase which is edged all around
with a thin PU edge. Hair volume
and hair movement follow nature’s
pattern. Thanks to the thin PU edge
there is no extra bulk, and a variety
of hairstyle options are available.

Specifications: A new generation of
toupees has been launched: A fully
transparent, breathable “lace” net
was chosen for the base. LIBERTY
nestles against the shape of the
head; it is fine and flexible without
irritating edges or reinforcements.
The knot ties are bleached at the
hairline for all dark and brown
colours. This means that hair can
be styled any which way – even
backwards. LIBERTY can be altered
to any base size as required.

Specifications: Offers a high level of
comfort and permeability of air. The
double-layer lace front is transparent and yet durable.
NeW: a stable 2-cm wide PU edge
ensures adhesive fixing from temple
to temple over the back of the head.

NeW: for a small fee we will re-sew
the edge for you and also attach
clips to it.

Hair length: 8-12 cm

Practical: If required the entire PU
area the hairpiece can be reduced
and be cut to size.
Size: 24 x 18 cm
Hair quality: Real hair (Indian)
Hairstyle: Centre whorl
Hair length: 8-12 cm

Size: 25 x 19 cm

Fine implantation:
1-2 hairs per knot

Hair quality: Real hair (Asian)

Waves: 35 mm
(slightly naturally wavy)

Hair length: 12-15 cm

Method of attachment:
All adhesive strips, edge bonding

Hair quality: Real hair (Indian)
Hairstyle:
Freestyle (without parting)
Knotting density: medium-light
(= 80%)
Waves: slight (35 mm)

Knotting density: medium (= 100%)

Colours: available in all colours in
the gfh- 3-tone-colour ring

Size: 23.5 x 17 cm

Hairstyle: Centre whorl
Knotting density: medium-light
(= 80%)

Colours: available in all colours in
the gfh-3-tone-colour ring
Method of attachment:
Edge bonding, adhesive tapes, clips,
micropoint procedure, weaving

Waves: slight (= 35 mm)
Colours: available in all colours in
the gfh-3-tone-colour ring

180 mm

Real hair

235 mm

250 mm

240 mm

Method of attachment:
Edge bonding, clips, adhesive tapes,
micropoint procedure

190 mm

Real hair

170 mm

Real hair
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Top Secret

®

FOIL TOUPEES
Standard / Custom-made design

Unbeatably transparent
and secure

AQUA
Standard ready-made range
Specifications: A high quality, fine
foil toupee. The thin PU foil is pleasant to the touch and fits almost
every head shape automatically. It
can be cut to size as required. The
hair is injected into the foil without
knots (V-loop) on the front hairline.
This guarantees an absolutely
natural look. The remaining hair is
anchored with the finest tied knots
into the foil.
Size: 24 x 18 cm
Hair quality: Real hair (Indian)
Hairstyle: Centre whorl
Hair length: 10-15 cm

The demand for foil toupees has risen sharply in the
past 10 years. The reason for this is undoubtedly
because of its unbeatable transparency, i.e. human
hair is implanted by hand in an almost transparent
membrane in various ways. The result: astounding
natural looks even from close up.

Foil toupees usually use liquid adhesive over the entire surface (= bonding procedure). This means they
are very secure and allow customers to participate in
unlimited sporting activities. Customers visit the
specialist salon approx. every 4 weeks for a maintenance visit.

Durability: 4-5 months according
to demand
Waves: slight, 35 mm
Colours: available in all colours in
the gfh-3-tone-colour ring
Fixing options:
all adhesive methods

In our separate catalogue, you will find a variety
of medically approved long-term adhesives for
professional use and for customer use at home.

240 mm

!

Knotted density: medium (100%)

180 mm

Real hair
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SKIN LITE

ROYAL SKIN - new!

HI-TEC

Custom-made design

Custom-made design

Custom-made design

Specifications: This model combines
the requirement for naturalness
with that of durability. Due to its
silk reinforced PU base, the hair can
be knotted into the foil in the best
way possible. Even European hair,
which otherwise does not stay in foil
toupees can also be used!

Specifications: A membrane almost
like your skin but as soft as a feather is something everyone likes!
A truly “regal” model! The human
hair is anchored into the special
hair base with the smallest knots
possible. This particular model is
distinguished by being transparent
and looking natural.

Specifications: In this model each
hair is implanted individually by
hand into a thin PU foil. This gives
the impression of the hair growing
directly from the scalp: no knots and
no loops. The way the hair moves
also corresponds to natural hair
growth. This means that it is possible to have any hairstyle. Even people
close by cannot detect anything
other than hair.

Size: according to measurement/cast
Selection of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian, Chinese,
European), sensohair ®

Size: according to measurement/cast
Selection of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian), sensohair ®

Size: according to measurement/cast

Hairstyle: any

Hairstyle: any

Hair length: any

Hair length: max. 15 cm

Selection of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian, Chinese)

Knotting density: up to a max of
120%

Knotting density: up to a max of
100%

Waves: any

Waves: any

Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test

Colours: according to gfh-3-tone
colour ring or hair test

Durability: 5-8 months according
to demand

Durability: 4-6 months according
to demand

Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test

Fixing options:
all adhesive methods

Fixing options:
all adhesive methods

Durability: 2-4 months according
to demand

Hairstyle: any
Hair length: any
Knotting density: up to a max of
120%
Waves: any

Fixing options:
all adhesive methods

Size according to
measurement/ cast

Real hair / sensohair®

Size according to
measurement/ cast

Real hair / sensohair®

Size according to
measurement/ cast

Real hair
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Top Secret

®

HAIR PIECES
Custom-made design

CAP 220
Custom-made design
Specifications: a good choice for
anyone looking for a light, air-permeable model suitable for adhesives. The fine PU edge surrounds the
thin monofilament weave and is not
bulky. The front is made of “Swiss
lace” which forms an invisible finish
with no hard edges.
Tip: you should order this model in
100% = medium density

There is always
a solution

Size: according to measurement/cast
Selection of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian, European, Indian),
sensohair ®
Hairstyle: any

Just like a made-to-measure suit, which fits like a
glove and is tailored to the customer’s requirements,
hairpieces are also modelled individually by hand
with precise attention to detail. The advantages
over a ready-made piece are obvious: you get an
accurate fit which takes into account the particular
contours of your head; you can specify certain requirements regarding hair length, hair quality, volume,
hair colour, points of adhesion, hairstyle, etc.

Hair length: any
Knotting density: up to a max of
100%
Waves: any
Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test
Durability: 6-12 months according
to demand
Fixing options:
adhesive tapes, edge bonding, clips

Caps and hair can even be inspected in advance
and then approved for manufacturing.

!

You will need a mold of your customer’s head for
custom-made designs, possibly a hair sample, and
an order form. Newcomers learn everything they
need to know about ordering in the relevant toupee
seminars. We are happy to advise you!

Size according to
measurement/ cast

Real hair / sensohair®
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CAP 380

CAP 330

CAP 320

Custom-made design

Custom-made design

Custom-made design

Specifications: A proven combination of net (approx. 2 x 2 mm), monofilament and PU. It can be worn with
clips or as a traditional hair weaving
piece and offers the customer a high
level of wearing comfort. The net
piece at the rear of the head allows
water and shampoo suds to run off.
The edge is robust and yet soft. Any
adhesives may be used in the front
area if required.

Specifications: An ideal solution
for customers whose bald patches
are not too noticeable as they still
have some hair. The CAP 330 offers
an entirely natural concentration
of volume. The individual hair can
be pulled through the openings
in the knotted mesh. The edge is
reinforced with a thin band and is
therefore very suitable for weaving
techniques. The front can be fixed
using adhesive strips on the fine PU.

Specifications: A large-pore, hardwearing polyester net characterises
the CAP 320 model. It is robust
and yet skin-friendly. With its whipstitched edge, it is reliable, stable
and suitable for fans of weaving
models. Water and shampoo suds
can be easily rinsed out. The adhesive strips are welded on firmly and
are therefore long lasting.

Size: according to measurement/cast
Selection of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian, European, Indian),
sensohair ®

Size: according to measurement/cast

Size: according to measurement/cast
Selection of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian, European, Indian),
sensohair ®

Hairstyle: any

Selection of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian, European, Indian),
sensohair ®

Hair length: any

Hairstyle: any

Knotting density: up to max. 150%
(= very dense)

Hair length: any

Knotting density: up to a max of
150%

Knotting density: up to a max of
120%

Waves: any

Waves: any
Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test
Durability: 6-12 months according
to demand
Fixing options:
weaving, clips, micropoint

Size according to
measurement/ cast

Real hair / sensohair®

Hairstyle: any
Hair length: any

Waves: any

Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test

Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test

Durability: 8-12 months according
to demand

Durability: 6-12 months according
to demand

Fixing options:
weaving, micropoint, clips

Fixing options:
weaving, clips, micropoint

Size according to
measurement/ cast

Real hair / sensohair®

Size
according to
measurement/ cast

Real hair / sensohair®
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T o p S e c r e t®

WIGS
Complete solutions in the standard range

Hair colours:
the 3-tone system for
hairpieces and wigs
The 3-tone system reflects the natural colour gradients of human hair. This means that for natural tones
there is a gradual visible lightening of 1-2 shades
from the back of the head to the front hairline,
while for grey tones there is a shading of the grey
parts (e.g. the temples/side areas have the highest
percentage of grey).
For all TOP SECRET® colour numbers on the colour
ring you will find 3 swatches (I,II,III) per colour
number. You can see the distribution of colours in
the sketches on page 13.

gfh-3-tone-colour ring

Excellent wearability and
guaranteed natural appearance:
MEDIMAN STRETCH with a base
made of silk mono
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Three-tone colour
distribution system:
Toupee and wig sketches

Natural tone

MEDILUXX

MEDIMAN STRETCH

Standard ready-made range

Standard ready-made range

Specifications: A hand-knotted wig
model with a large mono surface
insert. The “lace” net hairline on the
front edge ensures a soft, natural
look. The density and length of
the hair are already determined
to match a natural look. A stretch
insert and an elastic band ensure
a comfortable, perfect fit. Sewn-in
strands of hair in the nape of the
neck ensure an optimal flat fit.
Adhesives can be applied to the
hairline and at the neck.

Specifications: A particularly highquality and luxuriously manufactured model with excellent wearability.
The base is made entirely of silk
mono and is therefore particularly
delicate and soft on the scalp. The
lace net hairline guarantees that it
looks natural even from close up.
Fine, non-bulky adhesive points
give a firm hold and security. The
1-2 hair knotting technique lends
this model the natural lightness
required.

Size: 57 cm head circumference

Size: 57 cm head circumference

Choice of hair quality: sensohair

®

Hairstyle: Freestyle
(without parting)

Colours

Choice of hair quality:
Real hair (Indian)

Hair length: 4-5 cm

Hairstyle: Freestyle
(without parting)

Knotting density: medium (= 100%)

Hair length: 4-5 cm

Waves: slight (35 mm)

Knotting density: medium-light
(= 90%)

Colours: available in all almost all
the colours in the gfh-3-tone-colour
ring

Waves: slight (35 mm)
Colours: available in all almost all
the colours in the gfh-3-tone-colour
ring

Natural tone

Colours
Head circumference 57 cm

sensohair ®

Head circumference 57 cm

Real hair
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Top Secret

®

WIGS
Complete solutions
in custom-made designs

HAIR MED MEN 1
Custom-made design
Specifications: HAIR MED MEN 1
is a full lace wig. This is the new
generation of wigs which have been
seen on film stars in America and
have been adapted for daily use.
Lace wigs are made without rigid
edge contours and are attached to
the scalp with special adhesives. The
lace material cannot be seen with
the naked eye even from close up. It
looks unbelievably “real” from the
front, temples and sides.

100% unique

Size: according to cast

In the case of wigs, a perfect secure fit is particularly
important. There are two options available for individual requests, head shapes, etc:

Hairstyle: any

a) you make a mold of the customer’s head – preferably with the AQUACAST method.
b) you request GFH to supply ready-made caps to try
on. These are available in different sizes and designs.

Choice of hair quality: Real hair
(Indian, European, Chinese)
Hair length: any
Knotting density: up to max.
medium/dense (= 110%)
Waves: any
Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test
Durability: 4-6 months according
to demand
Fixing options: all adhesive methods

!

Tip: we can also produce most models in top
quality European hair.
The average delivery time for made-to-measure work
is 8 – 10 weeks.

Use our special order form!

Information sheet: AQUACAST step by
step to achieve a perfect head cast.

Real hair
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HAIR MED MEN 2

AQUA komplett

SKIN LITE complete

Custom-made design

Custom-made design

Custom-made design

Specifications: The feature of this
hand-knotted wig is in the “French
top”. This is a double-layered lace
in which the knots are anchored in
the lower invisible layer. This gives
the impression that the hair is growing directly from the scalp. Simply
amazing! A lace front provides a
soft hairline. The elastic material
at the back of the head is soft and
provides an excellent fit.

Specifications: This foil model on
a PU basis is particularly favoured
by alopecia patients: it fits like a
second skin to the shape of the
head, is not bulky and does not feel
like a wig as it does not have hooks,
loops, reinforcements, etc. On request, very tiny ventilation holes can
be punched into the foil to allow air
to reach the scalp more effectively.
The hair is “punched” into the front
hairline, in other areas it is knotted
in.

Specifications: A foil-base wig incorporating a paper-thin silk gauze.
This reinforces the foil which has an
advantageous effect on durability
without being visible. The knots can
be anchored more effectively due to
the silk gauze and even European
hair can be used. It can also be supplied with tiny ventilation holes.

Size: according to cast
Choice of hair quality: Real hair
(Indian, European, Chinese)

Size: according to cast

Hairstyle: any

Choice of hair quality: Real hair
(Indian, Chinese)

Hair length: any
Knotting density: up to max. dense
(= 130%)

Hairstyle: any
Hair length: any

Size: according to cast
Choice of hair quality: Real hair
(Indian, European, Chinese,)
Hairstyle: any
Hair length: any
Knotting density: up to max. dense
(= 120%)
Waves: any
Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test

Waves: any

Knotting density: up to max.

Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test

medium (= 100%)
Waves: any

Durability: 4-9 months according to
demand

Durability: 6-12 months according
to demand

Colours: according to gfh-3-tonecolour ring or hair test

Fixing options: all adhesive methods

Fixing options: adhesive strips

Durability: 3-6 months according to
demand
Fixing options: all adhesive methods

180 mm

Real hair

Real hair

Real hair

T o p S e c r e t®
Hairpiece systems for men

Gesellschaft für Haarästhetik mbH
Heinrich-Stranka-Straße 16
D-90765 Fürth

gfh has been a major supplier for hair replacement throughout Europe since 1991.
As a partner of GFH you and your customer
can be sure of:

· a wide selection of the latest models
· innovative, secure attachment methods

Tel +49 (0) 9 11 / 7 90 56 77
Fax +49 (0) 9 11 / 79 29 57

· proven quality, in particular in
human hair

gfh.hair@t-online.de
www.gfh-hair.de

· custom-made products
· a comprehensive range of consultancy 		
and training
· an efficient repair service

claudiusbähr+friends

TOP SERVICE
for trade:

